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To better understand the environmental factors and ecological processes underlying the evolution of the
irreversible transition from a free-swimming state to an immobile sessile state as seen in many aquatic
invertebrates, we study the adaptive dynamics of the settling rate of a hypothetical microorganism onto
the wall of a chemostat. The two states, floating or settled, differ in their nutrient ingestion, reproduction
and death rate. We consider three different settling mechanisms involving competition for space on the
wall: (i) purely exploitative competition where free-swimming individuals settle in vacant space only, (ii)
mixed exploitative and interference competition where individuals attempt to settle in any place but fail
and die if the space is already occupied, and (iii) mixed exploitative and interference competition, but
now settling in occupied space is successful and the former occupant dies. In the simplified environment
of the chemostat, the input concentration of nutrients and the dilution rate of the tank are the main envi-
ronmental control variables. Using the theory of adaptive dynamics, we find that the settling mechanisms
and environmental control variables have qualitatively different effects on the evolution of the settling
rate in terms of the direction of evolution as well as on species diversity. In the case of purely exploitative
competition a small change in the settings of the environmental control variables can lead to an abrupt
reversal of the direction of evolution, while in the case of mixed exploitative and interference competi-
tion the effect is gradual. For all three settling mechanisms, periodic fluctuations in the nutrient input
open the possibility of evolutionary branching leading to the long-term coexistence of an intermediate
and an infinitely high settling rates (in the case of low-frequency fluctuations), and an intermediate
and a zero settling rates (in the case of high-frequency fluctuations).

� 2021 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
1. Introduction

Many aquatic invertebrates, such as mussels, oysters, barnacles,
sea squirts, and most species of sea lilies, have two states in their
lives: a free-swimming state and an immobile sessile state. The
free-swimming state is usually the larval or (non-reproductive)
juvenile state, while the immobile sessile state is the adult state
(see, e.g., Rittschof et al., 1984; Marguš and Teskeredžić, 1986;
Bone, 1997; Smith, 2007; Lillis et al., 2013). The transition from
the free-swimming state to the immobile sessile state is typically
irreversible.
There exist numerous exceptions. For instance, salps and pyro-
somes, who are close relatives of the sea squirts, never settle and
remain free-swimming during their entire lives (Bone, 1997). Jelly-
fish reproduce in both states: the free-swimming medusae pro-
duce larvae that settle onto the sea floor and then develop into
polyps, which in turn produce medusae by budding (Slobodkin
et al., 2010).

The purpose of the present paper is to better understand how
certain environmental factors and ecological processes affect the
evolution of the settling rate (namely, the transition rate from
the free-swimming state to the immobile sessile state). To that
end we study a mathematical model for the adaptive dynamics
of the settling rate of a hypothetical microorganism onto the wall
of a chemostat.

The hypothetical microorganism consists of floating individuals
in the fluid and settled individuals on the wall of the chemostat.
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The transition of an individual from its floating state to its settled
state is assumed to be irreversible. In order to cover the whole
range of life cycles of organisms outlined in the first two para-
graphs of this section, in our model we consider the reproduction
in the floating state, the settled state, or both states, and all grada-
tions thereof.

Settling space is often the primary limiting resource in benthic
environments. Experiments have shown that settling leads to com-
petition for space (Luckens, 1975; Rossi and Snyder, 2001). We
consider three different settling mechanisms involving competi-
tion for space on the wall of the chemostat: purely exploitative
competition settling (Fig. 1a), mixed exploitative and interference
competition settling with either Bourgeois behaviour (Fig. 1b) or
anti-Bourgeois behaviour (Fig. 1c).

In the simplified environment of the chemostat, the main envi-
ronmental control variables are the input concentration of nutri-
ents and the dilution rate of the tank. We consider three
different regimes for the input concentration of nutrients, namely,
constant, low- and high-frequency fluctuations. The dilution rate is
kept constant at various levels.

The organisation of the paper is as follows. In Section 2, we for-
mulate a mathematical model for multiple microbial species with
different settling rates. The model comes in three versions depend-
ing on which of the three settling mechanisms is being considered.
In Section 3, we study the population dynamics of the single spe-
cies model in terms of permanence, existence and uniqueness
and stability of positive equilibria. In Section 4, we study the evo-
lution of the settling rate for each of the settling mechanisms at
different constant levels of the input concentration of nutrients
and the dilution rate of the tank. For this we use the method of
adaptive dynamics (see, e.g., Metz et al., 1992; Metz et al., 1996;
Geritz et al., 1997; Geritz et al., 1998; Geritz et al., 1999). In Sec-
tion 5, we study the effects of low- and high-frequency fluctuations
in the input concentration of nutrients on the evolution of the set-
tling rate. Here we use the numerical method in addition to the
method of adaptive dynamics. In Section 6, we summarize and dis-
cuss the main results and suggest some possible extensions of the
model. All proofs are given in the Appendices.
2. The model

Consider a chemostat with k P 1 species of microorganisms,
each of which has a floating state and a settled state with biomass
concentration Fi and areal biomass density Si for floaters and set-
tlers, respectively. All species are identical in all aspects, except
for their settling rate xi.

Floaters and settlers consume a common nutrient R and have
the same reproductive yield Y, where 1

Y is defined as the amount
of nutrients needed for the production of one offspring. The off-
Fig. 1. Diagram illustrating competition for settling space: (a) Floating individuals settle
fail and die if the space is already occupied; (c) Floating individuals attempt to settle
occupant dies.

2

spring always start their lives as a floater, irrespective of the state
of their parent. While floaters and settlers have the same reproduc-
tive yield, their per capita reproduction rates may still be different
because of different access to nutrients and different metabolic
costs associated with their free-swimming or sessile life style.
Therefore, we consider a large class of per capita reproduction rate
over the yield for floaters and settlers respectively,

f F Rð Þ ¼ lFR
mF þ R

and

f S Rð Þ ¼ lSR
mS þ R

;

where lF (resp. lS) is the maximum and mF (resp. mS) is the half-
saturation constant of the reproduction rate of floaters (resp. set-
tlers). The half-saturation constant is the nutrient concentration
supporting a reproduction rate one-half the maximum rate. f F Rð Þ
and f S Rð Þ are known as the Monod growth functional response in
microbiology and as the Holling type-II functional response in
ecology.

Following Freter et al. (1983) and Ballyk et al. (2008), we
assume that there is a maximum areal biomass density K for
microorganisms that can settle onto the wall.

A floater of the i-th species lands on the wall at rate gi x; Sð Þ that
depends on the corresponding settling rate and the ratio of candi-
date sites (thus it is involved in the areal biomass densities of set-
tlers). Because of competition in occupied space, only a part of
them successfully transits into the settled group at rate hi x; F; Sð Þ.
Here x ¼ x1; . . . ; xkð Þ is the phenotype vector, F ¼ F1; . . . ; Fkð Þ is
the vector of biomass concentrations of floaters in all species,
and S ¼ S1; . . . ; Skð Þ is the vector of areal biomass densities of set-
tlers in all species. The formulations of rates gi and hi will be given
with interpretations under different settling mechanisms later.

Once a floating individual settles onto the wall of the chemo-
stat, it can not slough off into the fluid again (namely, irreversible
transition of an individual from its floating state to its settled
state). Floaters will be removed by washout at rate D, compete-
caused death in occupied space at rate gi x; Sð Þ � hi x; F; Sð Þ and nat-
ural death at rate dF , while settlers only undergo the natural death
at rate dS.

Fig. 2 shows the transition of the microbial individual in its dif-
ferent states, where the floating state and the settled state differ in
their nutrient ingestion, reproduction and death rate.

Assume that the reaction vessel is well mixed with volume V
and habitable surface area a. Nutrients enter the tank at rate DRin

and unused nutrients leave at rate DR, where D is the dilution rate
of the tank and Rin is the concentration of nutrients at the input.
in vacant space only; (b) Floating individuals attempt to settle in any place but
in any place but now settling in occupied space is successful and the former



Fig. 2. Diagram illustrating the microbial individual transition in its different states,
where the absorbing state y means removal due to washout, or death by
competition for occupied space, or natural death. Notice that hi x; F; Sð Þ is the rate
describing the successful transition from the floating state to the settled state, and
gi x; Sð Þ � hi x; F; Sð Þ is the compete-caused death rate that is positive for all three
settling mechanisms we considered. See text for further explanation.
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With the above assumptions, we obtain the following system of
differential equations for the polymorphic population dynamics,

_R ¼ � 1
Y f F Rð ÞP

j
Fj � 1

Y f S Rð ÞP
j
Sj aV þ D Rin � Rð Þ;

_Fi ¼ f F Rð ÞFi þ f S Rð ÞSi aV � dFFi � gi x; Sð ÞFi � DFi;

_Si ¼ hi x; F; Sð ÞFi
V
a
� dSSi;|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

Ecological dynamics
|{z}
Physical dynamics

ð1Þ

where the dot indicates differentiation with respect to time variable
t. The definitions of state variables and model parameters of the
Table 1
Definitions of state variables and model parameters.

Symbol Description Unit

R tð Þ concentration of nutrients at time t g� cm�3

Fi tð Þ biomass concentration of the i-th floaters at time t g� cm�3

Si tð Þ areal biomass density of the i-th settlers at time t g� cm�2

Y yield constant –
lF maximal reproduction rate of floaters t�1

lS maximal reproduction rate of settlers t�1

mF half-saturation constant for the reproduction rate of
floaters

g� cm�3

mS half-saturation constant for the reproduction rate of
settlers

g� cm�3

dF mortality rate for floaters t�1

dS mortality rate for settlers t�1

xi settling rate of the i-th speciesa t�1

K maximum areal biomass density of settlers g� cm�2

a habitable surface area of the tank wall cm2

V volume of the tank cm3

D dilution rate of the tank t�1

Rin concentration of nutrients at the constant input g� cm�3

R0
in

average concentration of nutrients at the periodic
inputb

g� cm�3

e amplitude control coefficient of the periodic inputb –
x frequency coefficient of the periodic inputb –

a The precise meaning depends on specific settling mechanisms.
b See the formula (7) for further explanation.

3

model are collected in Table 1, in which only nonnegative values
are meaningful. Unless specifically requested, we omit the argu-
ment t in all time-related variables. Without loss of generality, (1)
can be simplified by setting Y ¼ 1 and a

V ¼ 1. Therefore, we apply
this simplification to all subsequent equations.

To explain how a floater transits into the settled group, we con-
sider three different settling mechanisms involving competition for
space on the wall:

(i) purely exploitative competition settling (denote as ec-
settling): floaters only choose vacant space to land. The
individual-level behaviour of such a mechanism would be
where and denote a floating individual and a settled individ-
ual of the i-th species respectively, denotes a vacant space
and ~xi is the given settling rate of ec-settling for the i-th
species.
(ii) mixed exploitative and interference competition with Bourgeois
settling (denote as eic-B-settling): a floater lands freely
whatever the space is vacant or occupied. In vacant space,
landing implies settling. In occupied space, the owner
defeats the intruder and successfully guards the territory,
namely the owner keeps the space (Bourgeois behaviour).
The individual-level behaviour of such a mechanism
would be
where ~xi is the given settling rate of eic-B-settling for the i-th
species.
(iii) mixed exploitative and interference competition with anti-
Bourgeois settling (denote as eic-aB-settling): it is similar to
the eic-B-settling that a floater lands freely whatever the
space is vacant or occupied. In occupied space, however,
the intruder kills the owner and then takeovers the territory,
namely the intruder gets the space (anti-Bourgeois beha-
viour). The corresponding individual-level behaviour
becomes
where ~xi is the given settling rate of eic-aB-settling for the i-
th species.
For the continuous-time change in biomass, we thus have the
term

gi x; Sð ÞFi ¼
x
�
i K �P

j
Sj

 !
Fi :¼ xi 1�

P
j
Sj

K

� �
Fi ec-settling

x
�
iKFi :¼ xiFi eic-B-settling

x
�
iKFi :¼ xiFi eic-aB-settling

8>>>>><
>>>>>:

and the term
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hi x; F; Sð ÞFi ¼

x
�
i K �P

j
Sj

 !
Fi :¼ xi 1�

P
j
Sj

K

� �
Fi ec-settling

x
�
i K �P

j
Sj

 !
Fi :¼ xi 1�

P
j
Sj

K

� �
Fi eic-B-settling

x
�
iKFi � Si

P
j
x
�
jFj :¼ xiFi �

Si

X
j

xjFj

K eic-aB-settling

8>>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>>:

:

Here we have applied the change of variables, that is ~xiK ¼ xi. Notice
the difference of the unit of ~xi compared to that of xi.

If settlers do not reproduce floating offspring, the wall serves
only as a spatial refuge for the population. Further, a reduced ver-
sion of (1) is a specific case of Pilyugin and Waltman (1999, (6.1)).
If floaters do not reproduce floating offspring, the reduced model
can be used to describe the life cycles of many sessile aquatic
invertebrates outlined in the first paragraph of the Introduction.
Additionally, if all microbial individuals are only in their floating
state, our model reduces to the classical chemostat model
(Novick and Szilard, 1950).

Next sections are to study the evolution of the settling rate
under different settling mechanisms and to investigate its ecolog-
ical and evolutionary responses to changes in the environmental
control variables, namely, the input concentration of nutrients Rin

and the dilution rate of the tank D.

3. Ecological dynamics with a single microbe species

When only a single microbe species is present, the population
dynamics described by (1) reduce to

_R ¼ �f F Rð ÞF � f S Rð ÞS þ D Rin � Rð Þ;
_F ¼ f F Rð ÞF þ f S Rð ÞS� dFF � g x; Sð ÞF � DF;
_S ¼ h x; Sð ÞF � dSS;

ð2Þ

where
Mechanism
Function
 ec-settling
 eic-B-settling
 eic-aB-settling
g x; Sð Þ
 x 1� S
K

� �� �
 x
 x
h x; Sð Þ
 x 1� S
K
 x 1� S

K

� �

x 1� S

K

� �
Notice that, in the monomorphic population dynamics, the
function h is independent of the biomass concentration of floaters,
F. As we see, the term g, as well as the term h, are identical for both
the case of eic-B-settling and the case of eic-aB-settling. Hence, the
ecological dynamics are the same whatever the monomorphic pop-
ulation adopts the eic-B-settling or the eic-aB-settling. Next, the
analysis of the population dynamics of (2) will be divided into
the case of ec-settling and the case of eic-B/aB-settling.

3.1. Survival analysis in the virgin environment

When the system (2) is at the washout equilibrium
E0 ¼ Rin;0;0ð Þ, an initially rare microbial population with settling
rate x is viable if and only if its invasion fitness proxy

S0 xð Þ ¼ dS f F Rinð Þ � D� dFð Þ þ x f S Rinð Þ � dSð Þ
dS Dþ dF þ xð Þ > 0; ð3Þ

whatever the settling mechanism is (refer to Appendix A for the
derivation).

Now we introduce three quantities that play a central role in
the analysis of the population dynamics of (2). Let
4

RF ¼ f�1
F Dþ dFð Þ

and

RS ¼ f�1
S dSð Þ

if they exist, otherwise we denote them as þ1, where f�1 is the
inverse function of f. In fact, RF (resp. RS) is the break-even concentra-
tion of nutrient R for the growth of the microbial population when
floaters (resp. settlers) present alone (Smith and Waltman, 1995).
More precisely, every nutrient concentration above the break-
even concentration will promote the increase of the microbial bio-
mass, while every nutrient concentration below it will cause the
microbial biomass to decrease. Notice that the break-even concen-
tration RF is a function of D. Let

Dc ¼ D : RF Dð Þ ¼ RSf g
as the critical dilution rate. Moreover, the dilution operation with
values

D 6 Dc refers to as under-dilution

and

D > Dc refers to as over-dilution:

It is not difficult to check that D 6 Dc is equivalent to RF 6 RS and
that D > Dc is equivalent to RF > RS. Notice that Dc isn’t necessarily
a positive constant. If Dc < 0, then we only consider the situation of
D > 0.

In (3), the sign of S0 xð Þ is dominated by the term
f F Rinð Þ � D� dF that is the intrinsic growth rate of the microbial
population when floaters present alone in the virgin environment,
and the term f S Rinð Þ � dS that is the intrinsic growth rate of the
microbial population when settlers present alone in the virgin
environment. By the two intrinsic growth rates together with the
three quantities RF ;RS and Dc , there are four possible combinations
to guarantee that the condition (3) holds:

I f F Rinð Þ > Dþ dF and f S Rinð Þ 6 dS,
II f F Rinð Þ 6 Dþ dF and f S Rinð Þ > dS,
III.a f F Rinð Þ > Dþ dF and f S Rinð Þ > dS with D 6 Dc ,
III.b f F Rinð Þ > Dþ dF and f S Rinð Þ > dS with D > Dc .

If the environmental control variables D;Rinð Þ satisfy the case of
I, the chemostat is conducive to the survival of floaters. Moreover,
the population of x is viable if its settling rate is smaller than xe
where xe :¼ x > 0 : S0 xð Þ ¼ 0f g. On the contrary, if the environ-
mental control variables D;Rinð Þ satisfy the case of II, settlers
become superior to floaters in the virgin environment. Then the
population of x will be viable if its settling rate is larger than xe.
For the cases of III.a and III.b, S0 xð Þ > 0 for all x P 0 which means
that the population with any settling rate x is always viable in the
virgin environment. Particularly, settlers have a stronger nutrient
uptake ability than that of floaters if the chemostat performs an
under-dilution operation (namely, RF 6 RS if D 6 Dc), while the sit-
uation is reversed if the chemostat performs an over-dilution oper-
ation (namely, RF > RS if D > Dc).

Fig. 3a shows the viable region in terms of D;Rin and x. The pop-
ulation of x is viable if the chemostat has a low-valued dilution rate
and a high-valued concentration of nutrient input satisfying (3).
Fig. 3b gives a cross-section through Fig. 3a at x ¼ 2 to show the
above classification, in which the separator RF Dð Þ approaches infin-
ity if D tends to Dv and the invasion boundary
Rin Dð Þ :¼ D > 0 : S0 xð Þ ¼ 0f g approaches infinity if D tends to De.
Here we would like to highlight the fact that no population can
survive without nutrient input (namely, Rin ¼ 0 and/or D ¼ 0).



Fig. 3. (a) Positivity (the empty region) of the invasion fitness in the virgin environment, S0 xð Þ, as a function of dilution rate D, nutrient input concentration Rin , and settling
rate x. (b) The cross-section through (a) at x ¼ 2, in which the empty region with partitions is in order to illustrate the classification: I, II, III.a and III.b. In this figure,
l1 ¼ 3;l2 ¼ 1:8; m1 ¼ m2 ¼ 1:5; d1 ¼ 1; d2 ¼ 1:2, and K ¼ 10. Further, in (b), Dc ¼ 1;Dv ¼ 2;De ¼ 3, and RS ¼ 3.
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3.2. Monomorphic resident dynamics

Suppose that the condition (3) is satisfied so that the population
of x is viable in the virgin environment. Then the population
dynamics described by (2) have the following properties:

(i) the system is permanent;
(ii) a unique positive equilibrium Eþ ¼ R�; F�; S�ð Þ exists and is

globally stable.

The proofs are rather algebraic and are given in Appendices B–D.
What is important is the relationship between the break-even con-
centration and the nutrient concentration in equilibrium:

(a) for the ec-settling,

RF < R� < RS for casesI, III.a,
RS < R� < RF for casesII, III.b;

(b) for the eic-B/aB-settling,

RF < R� < RS for caseI,
RS < R� < RF for caseII,
Ru < R� with RF < Ru < RS for caseIII.a,
Ru < R� with RS < Ru < RF for caseIII.b.
The classification of nutrient concentration in equilibrium dom-
inates the sign of the selection gradient for different settings of the
environmental control variables and for different settling mecha-
nisms, and that further determines the evolutionary outcome as
we will see in Section 4.2.
4. Evolution of settling rate x

In the previous section, we found that no qualitative changes in
the monomorphic resident population dynamics, no matter how
the settling mechanism might be and how the environmental con-
trol variables varied by values. However, this analysis fails to pro-
vide any information on whether the evolutionary dynamics are
also insensitive to changes in the settling mechanisms and envi-
ronmental control variables. We now study the evolution of the
settling rate for different settling mechanisms and investigate
how the input concentration of nutrients and the dilution rate of
the tank affect the course of evolution.

From (1) and (2), the population dynamics of an initially rare
mutant Fm; Smð Þ with settling rate y in environment e generated
5

by the monomorphic resident x are given by the following linear
differential equations,

_Fm

_Sm

 !
¼ Jx y; eð Þ Fm

Sm

� �
ð4Þ

with

e ¼ e1; e2; e3; e4ð Þ ¼ f F R�ð Þ; f S R�ð Þ; F�;1� S�

K

� �
;

where e1 is the concentration of nutrient uptake by a floating
mutant individual, e2 is the concentration of nutrient uptake by a
settled mutant individual, e3 is the biomass concentration of resi-
dent floaters, e4 is the vacancy rate of space on the wall of the che-
mostat, and Jx y; eð Þ is the per-capita population growth rate of
mutant y in the resident environment x; eð Þ. (4) holds as long as
the mutant population remains rare. Here we should highlight is
that different settling mechanisms have different forms of Jx y; eð Þ.
More precisely,

Jx y; eð Þ ¼

e1 � D� dF � ye4 e2
ye4 �dS

� �
ec-settling

e1 � D� dF � y e2
ye4 �dS

� �
eic-B-settling

e1 � D� dF � y e2
y �x 1

K e3 � dS

 !
eic-aB-settling

8>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>:

:

4.1. Mutant’s fitness

The invasion fitness proxy of mutant y in resident x, denoted by
Sx yð Þ, that is

Sx yð Þ ¼

dS e1�D�dF�ye4ð Þþye4e2
dS DþdFþye4ð Þ ec-settling

dS e1�D�dF�yð Þþye4e2
dS DþdFþyð Þ eic-B-settling

x1Ke3þdSð Þ e1�D�dF�yð Þþye2
x1Ke3þdSð Þ DþdFþyð Þ eic-aB-settling

8>>>><
>>>>:

ð5Þ

(refer to Appendix E for the derivation). As shown in Metz and
Leimar (2011) and Appendix E, the mutant y can invade the resident
x if Sx yð Þ > 0, otherwise can not invade if Sx yð Þ 6 0. If strategies
y ¼ x, then we have Sx xð Þ ¼ 0 which is so-called the principle of
selective neutrality of residents in the framework of adaptive dynam-
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ics. Moreover, if the resident and mutant strategies are close to each
other and can mutually invade, the population necessarily becomes
dimorphic with both the resident and the mutant living together
(Geritz, 2005; Dercole and Geritz, 2016; Cai and Geritz, 2020). How-
ever, we find that evolutionary coexistence is impossible in such a
model with population dynamics described by (1) as the following
section shows.

4.2. Evolutionary analysis: direction of evolution, transformation of
PIP-types

The direction of gradual evolution is determined by the selection
gradient at strategy x, denoted by G xð Þ, that is

G xð Þ ¼ @Sx yð Þ
@y

jy¼x ¼
DþdF�e1

x DþdFþxe4ð Þ ec-settling
DþdF�e1
x DþdFþxð Þ eic-B=aB-settling

8<
: ð6Þ

(refer to Appendix F). Notably, the expression G xð Þ is the same for
cases eic-B-settling and eic-aB-settling. The directional evolution
proceeding by invasion and substitution leads to the settling rate
become a larger value than x if G xð Þ > 0, while the settling rate
evolves to a smaller value than x if G xð Þ < 0.

A strategy x� is an evolutionarily singular strategy if

G x�ð Þ ¼ 0

(refer to Geritz et al., 1998). Following Geritz et al. (1998), to inves-
tigate the evolutionary stability and convergence stability of evolu-
tionarily singular strategies in the strategy space, we need the
second-order derivatives of (5). If an evolutionarily singular strat-
egy x� is a (local) fitness maximum, it is a (local) evolutionarily stable
strategy (ESS) satisfying

C22 x�ð Þ ¼ @2Sx yð Þ
@y2

jy¼x¼x� < 0:

The evolutionarily singular strategy x� is convergence stable if

C22 x�ð Þ � C11 x�ð Þ ¼ @2Sx yð Þ
@y2

jy¼x¼x� �
@2Sx yð Þ

@x2
jy¼x¼x� < 0;

which is an attractor of the strategy substitution process. On the
contrary, if the x� is not convergence stable, it becomes an evolution-
ary repeller (ER). If an evolutionarily singular strategy is evolution-
arily stable as well as is convergence stable, it is a continuously
stable strategy (CSS). When the gradual evolution proceeds towards
an evolutionarily singular strategy that is not evolutionarily stable
but is convergence stable, it implies that any mutant nearby the
evolutionarily singular strategy can invade. Therefore, such an evo-
lutionarily singular strategy is an evolutionary branching point (BP)
in the strategy substitution process.

As we see in (6), the sign of selection gradient G xð Þ is deter-
mined by the term Dþ dF � e1. By the classification of the nutrient
concentration in the resident equilibrium (see (a) and (b) in Sec-
tion 3.2), Table 2 lists the signs of G xð Þ in different scenarios.
Table 2
Signs of selection gradient G xð Þ for different scenarios.

Mechanism
D;Rinð Þ 2 ec-settling eic-B-settling eic-aB-settling

I G xð Þ < 0 for all x < xea

II G xð Þ > 0 for all x > xea

III.a G xð Þ < 0 for all x
III.b G xð Þ > 0 for all x G xð Þ ¼ 0 for some x

a xe :¼ x > 0 : S0 xð Þ ¼ 0f g.

6

If the environmental control variables D;Rinð Þ satisfy the case of
I, G xð Þ < 0 for all x < xe and for all three settling mechanisms,
which implies that a mutant with a smaller value of the settling
rate always can invade and eventually substitute the resident.
Therefore, the long-term evolution leads to the settling rate
approach the zero value, which means that the whole population
finally float in the fluid of the chemostat.

In the case of II, the evolutionary outcome is completely differ-
ent from that in the case of I. More precisely, the selection gradient
G xð Þ > 0 for all x > xe and for all three settling mechanisms. It
implies a mutant with a larger value of the settling rate always
can invade and eventually substitute the resident. Therefore, the
long-term evolution leads to the settling rate approach the infinity
high value, which means that the whole population finally settle
onto the wall of the chemostat.

For the cases of III.a and III.b, the dilution operation and set-
tling mechanism significantly affect the course of evolution. More
precisely, in the case of III.a, the selection gradient still keeps the
same sign whatever the settling mechanism might be. The long-
term evolution leads to the settling rate reach the zero value
because that G xð Þ < 0 for all x. However, the settling mechanisms
influence the evolutionary dynamics if an over-dilution operation
is performed such that the case of III.b is satisfied. (i) For the ec-
settling, the selection gradient is always positive, which implies
that the long-term evolution leads to the settling rate approach
the infinity high value. (ii) For the eic-B/aB-settling, by the nutri-
ent concentration in the monomorphic resident equilibrium
(namely, Ru < R� with RS < Ru < RF) and (6), we see that the selec-
tion gradient may vanish for some strategies. In other words, evo-
lutionary singular strategies may appear. Notice that the
numerator of Sx yð Þ is linear in y, and direct calculations give
C22 x�ð Þ ¼ 0 for all possible evolutionary singular strategies x�. It
implies that the evolutionary branching of the strategy substitu-
tion process will not occur. Therefore, evolutionary coexistence
is impossible.

From the above analysis, evolutionarily singular strategies only
occur in the cases of eic-B-settling and eic-aB-settling and when the
environmental control variables D;Rinð Þ satisfy the case of III.b.

Fig. 4a shows the number and stability properties of evolution-
arily singular strategies in terms of D and Rin. Evolutionarily singu-
lar strategies, x�, only exist in the blue region, which are all single
(due to the linearity in D as well as in Rin) and CSSs. Fig. 4b gives a
cross-section through Fig. 4a at Rin ¼ 12 to show how the actual
values of x� depend on D. The values of x� gradually increase as
the dilution rate increases and then approach infinity if the dilu-
tion rate is close to 1:61. Fig. 4c gives a cross-section through
Fig. 4a at D ¼ 1:2 2 Dc;Dvð Þ. The values of x� gradually decrease
from infinity to zero if the input concentration of nutrients contin-
uously increases from 5:1.

Fig. 5 shows the types of Pairwise Invasibility Plots (PIP) for
different settling mechanisms as well as for different settings of
the environmental control variables. For the ec-settling, the PIP
abruptly reverses in terms of the direction of evolution if the dilu-
tion operation switches from an under-dilution to an over-
dilution or the other way around, we further refer this type of
transformation to as ‘‘bang-bang transformation” (see Fig. 5a).
For the eic-B/aB-settling, the PIP gradually changes in terms of
that the vertical invasion boundary through x� moves gradually
if the dilution operation changes from an under-dilution to an
over-dilution with the continuously increasing dilution rate, we
thus refer this type of transformation to as ‘‘gradual transforma-
tion” (see Fig. 5b).



Fig. 4. (a) Number and stability properties of the evolutionarily singular strategies, x� , as a function of dilution rate D and nutrient input concentration Rin for the eic-B/aB-
settling. In the blue region: the solid lines are contours of the evolutionarily singular strategies, and the dashed line on the boundary corresponds to the sufficiently-high-
valued contour x� ¼ 1� 104. (b) The actual values of the evolutionarily singular strategies for fixed Rin ¼ 12, and (c) D ¼ 1:2. In (b) and (c), the arrows obtained from the
monomorphic selection gradient (6) indicate the evolutionary directions in a monomorphic environment, and the dashed black lines correspond to the points on the dashed
line of (a). CSS = continuously stable strategy. The other parameters are the same as Fig. 3.

Fig. 5. The pairwise invasibility plots (PIP) and the transformation of PIP-types for different scenarios. In each PIP shaded regions depict the mutant strategies that can invade
the resident strategy. See text for further explanation.
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5. Evolutionary branching and coexistence in a fluctuating
environment

As the previous section shown, the microbial population is
always monomorphic during the long-term evolution, whatever
the settling mechanism and the setting of the environmental con-
trol variables are. In reality, one may expect the input concentra-
tion of nutrients and/or the dilution rate of the tank to vary with
time to construct a fluctuating environment (see, e.g., Butler
et al., 1985; Caraballo et al., 2015, 2019; Nguyen et al., 2020).
Our interest is whether the microbial population with a given set-
tling mechanism can become dimorphism or even polymorphism
in a fluctuating environment. Especially, how does the microbial
community exist if it is polymorphism? We now investigate the
evolution of the settling rate in a fluctuating environment.

To construct a fluctuating environment, one way is to allow the
nutrient input to periodically vary for simulating tide, or day/night,
or season cycle in ecology (see, e.g., Hale and Somolinos, 1983;
7

Yang and Freedman, 1991; Ruan, 1993; Smith, 1997; Ruan and
He, 1998). For instance, mussels, as well as barnacles, will grow
on rocks exposed at low tides, which means that they will not feed
or feed less for part of the day depending on the tidal periodicity
(rocky shore ecosystems, see Worm et al., 2002). We thus define
a sinusoidal perturbation of the nutrient input by

Rin tð Þ ¼ R0
in 1þ e sin xtð Þð Þ; ð7Þ

where R0
in > 0 is the average value of Rin tð Þ; e 2 0;1½ � is the ‘‘degree”

of periodicity, and x > 0 is the frequency (Kuznetsov et al., 1992).
Notice that eR0

in is the amplitude of the periodic perturbation (thus

e and R0
in are regarded as control coefficients of the amplitude), and

2p
x (denote as T) is the period of the periodic perturbation.

In such a fluctuating environment, the population dynamics of a
single species is still described by (2) but with periodic nutrient
input (7). To avoid redundancy, we do not repeat these differential
equations here. Nevertheless, the definitions of one steady-state
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and two matrices have to highlight throughout this section. (i) The
washout steady-state Ep

0 (with respect to E0 in Section 3.1) is the
periodic solution of differential equations describing the physical
dynamics of nutrients with periodic input (7). (ii) The parameter
matrix Jp0 xð Þ (with respect to J0 xð Þ in (A) of Appendix A) is the
per-capita growth rate matrix of the population of x in the virgin
environment that is generated by the physical dynamics of nutri-
ents with periodic input (7). (iii) The parameter matrix Jpx y; eð Þ
(with respect to Jx y; eð Þ in (4)) is the per-capita growth rate matrix
of mutant y in resident environment x; eð Þ that is generated by res-
ident x in the fluctuating environment. The following we apply the
theory of Floquet to the evolutionary analysis.

5.1. Monomorphic resident dynamics

In the virgin environment, an initially rare microbial population
with settling rate x is viable if its invasion fitness proxy

Sp
0 xð Þ ¼ r UJp0 xð Þ Tð Þ

� �
> 1: ð8Þ

Sp
0 xð Þ is defined by the maximum modulus of characteristic (or Flo-

quet) multipliers of the corresponding periodically forced system,
which is the maximum modulus of eigenvalues of the monodromy
matrix UJp0 xð Þ Tð Þ. Here UJp0 xð Þ Tð Þ is obtained by integration over one

period of the variational equations around Ep
0 with initial conditions

the unit matrix (see, e.g., Lenas and Pavlou, 1995; Klausmeier,
2008).

Once the microbial population of x is viable in the virgin envi-
ronment, the periodically forced system admits at least a positive
T-periodic solution which is uniformly persistent (refer to Appen-
dix G). Notice that, by a standard argument, the solutions of the
periodically forced system are also globally bounded. Although
we are not able to theoretically prove the uniqueness (equiva-
lently, the global stability) of the positive T-periodic solution under
the condition (8) only, there exists a positive T-periodic solution
that is with respect to the unique positive equilibrium of the
unforced system (2).

In Sections 5.3 and 5.4, we numerically found a limit cycle of
resident x by using the Mathematica� software as Lehtinen and
Geritz (2019) did. More precisely, fixed the initial value sufficiently
close to but not identical to the unique positive equilibrium of the
unforced system, we numerically integrated the corresponding dif-
ferential equations and collected data at each point in time along
the orbit. The convergence of the orbit was evaluated using a Poin-
caré section, which we implemented using the EventLocater
method for NDSolve. The data were collected until the distance
between two consecutive equilibrium points of a Poincaré map
was smaller than 10�6, after which we discarded the transient data.
The desired resident limit cycle was described by the data from the
last iteration.

5.2. Mutant’s fitness

After successful establishment in the virgin environment, the
invasion fitness proxy of an initially rare mutant y in the environ-
ment generated by resident x is defined by

Sp
x yð Þ ¼ r UJpx y;eð Þ Tð Þ

� �
; ð9Þ

which is the maximum modulus of characteristic (or Floquet) mul-
tipliers of the periodically forced system, and UJpx y;eð Þ Tð Þ is the mon-
odromy matrix resulting from integration over one period of the
variational equations around a resident limit cycle with initial con-
ditions the unit matrix. By the theory of Floquet, we claim that the
8

mutant y can invade the resident x if Sp
x yð Þ > 1, otherwise can not

invade if Sp
x yð Þ � 1.

5.3. Number and stability properties of evolutionarily singular
strategies

In this section, we investigate the effects of the settling mecha-
nisms and environmental control variables (R0

in; e;x;D) on the sin-
gular strategies of the evolution with non-equilibrium resident
dynamics. In the following numerical analysis we focus on the
changes of R0

in; x and D for fixed e ¼ 0:9.
Fig. 6 gives the number and stability properties of evolutionarily

singular strategies in terms of D;R0
in and x. Each subgraph is gen-

erated by the projection of rescaled x� in the D-R0
in plane for a given

settling mechanism and for fixed x, where the x�-axis is rescaled
by x�

1þx� in order to consider all possible strategy values.
Fig. 7 gives the cross-sections through a particular subgraph of

Fig. 6 at fixed R0
in;x

� �
to help interpret how the actual values of the

rescaled evolutionarily singular strategy changes in terms of D. As
we see, each vertical axis in Fig. 7 is the linear transformation of x�

used in Fig. 6, namely, x�
1þx�.

Next, we specify each subgraph of Figs. 6 and 7.

(i) For the case of ec-settling: In the low-frequency input
(x ¼ 0:5), the singular strategies occur under some parame-
ter conditions, which never happen for the evolution in the
environment with constant input (refer to Section 4.2). Com-
parison to the eic-B-settling and eic-aB-settling, the differ-
ence in Fig. 6a is that singular strategies exist only when
the dilution rate is close to the critical rate Dc (notice that
this situation also happens in the high-frequency input).
Fig. 7a gives the cross-section at R0

in ¼ 9:05, which shows
that the singular strategy exists if D 2 2:7;5:22½ � and is a
CSS if D is less than 4:77, but double singular strategies
appear if D is larger than 4:77. For the double singular strate-
gies, it is a combination of a small-valued CSS and a large-
valued ER as D 2 4:77;5:2½ Þ but becomes a different combi-
nation that consists of a small-valued BP and a large-
valued ER as D 2 5:2;5:22½ �. In the high-frequency input
(x ¼ 2p) as Fig. 6b shows, it presents a complex bifurcation
of singular strategies. The number of singular strategies can
change from two to one and then return to two. Fig. 7b gives
the cross-section at R0

in ¼ 8:8, which shows an example of
the bifurcation of singular strategies in the number as well
as in the stability properties. More precisely, the singular
strategies exist only for D 2 3:762;4:43½ �. Double singular
strategies appear if D takes value in either 3:762;3:81½ � or
4:29;4:43½ �, and it degenerates to the single singular strategy
if D 2 3:81;4:29ð Þ. When D increases from 3:762, the double
singular strategies are consist of a small-valued ER and a
large-valued BP. When D is larger than 3:8 but less than
3:81, the large-valued singular strategy becomes a CSS. But
when D is larger than 3:81, the small-valued singular strat-
egy vanishes, and thus only the large-valued CSS exists.
The number of singular strategies remains single if D contin-
uously increases from 3:81 to 4:29. Once D is beyond 4:29,
double singular strategies occur again. Nevertheless, it is a
combination of the previous CSS and a larger-valued ER.
Fig. 7b is just one type of bifurcation of singular strategies
from Fig. 6b. One can find more exciting bifurcations of sin-
gular strategies in the number and stability properties by
selecting different cross-sections through Fig. 6b.



Fig. 6. Number and stability properties of the rescaled evolutionarily singular strategies, x�
1þx� , as a function of dilution rate D and averaged concentration of nutrient input R0

in

for a given settling mechanism in low-frequency nutrient input (x ¼ 0:5) and high-frequency nutrient input (x ¼ 2p), respectively. In each plot the solid lines and the dashed
line correspond to that in Fig. 5. BP = evolutionary branching point, CSS = continuously stable strategy, ER = evolutionary repeller, and an ordered combination of two of them
denotes double singular strategies such as (BP, ER) which indicates that the small-valued singularity is a BP and the large-valued singularity is an ER. Notice that different
colour regions correspond to different numbers and stability properties of the evolutionarily singular strategies. See text for further explanation. In this figure,
l1 ¼ 13;l2 ¼ 2:3; m1 ¼ 3; m2 ¼ 2; d1 ¼ 1; d2 ¼ 1:2;K ¼ 10, and e ¼ 0:9. Further, Dc ¼ 4:47368;Dv ¼ 12, and RS ¼ 2:18182. The intersection points in Fig. 6b and c:
e1 ¼ 7:54;7:47ð Þ; e2 ¼ 9:18;17:65ð Þ; e3 ¼ 3:8;9:27ð Þ, and e4 ¼ 4:28;11:78ð Þ.
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(ii) For the case of eic-B-settling: Fig. 6c shows that the singular
strategies present different stability properties in the low-
frequency input. Recall the evolutionary dynamics in the
environment with constant input (refer to Section 4.2), the
singular strategy occurs only when we perform the over-

dilution operation with D;R0
in

� �
satisfying the case of III.b.

In the low-frequency input, however, the singular strategy
may occur and is always a CSS when we perform the

under-dilution operation with D;R0
in

� �
satisfying the case

of III.a. Double singular strategies appear when D;R0
in

� �
are

close to the dashed line. Fig. 7c gives the cross-section at
R0
in ¼ 13:5, which shows the singular strategy is a CSS if

D 2 3;8:661½ Þ and then is an EP if D 2 8:661;8:697½ Þ. Further,
the double singular strategies appear if D 2 8:697;9:05½ �,
which is a combination of a small-valued BP and a large-
9

valued ER. Once D is larger than 9:05, the two singular
strategies vanishes. This type of bifurcation of singular
strategies only happens for R0

in 2 7:47;17:65ð Þ (refer to the
two intersection points in Fig. 6c). Consider a cross-section
at a fixed R0

in with value either smaller than 7:47 or larger
than 17:65, the type of double singular strategies may
become a different combination that consists of a small-
valued CSS and a large-valued ER. In the high-frequency
input, Fig. 6d shows a significant difference. BPs always
occur when we perform a dilution operation with values
around the critical rate Dc. Fig. 7d is the cross-section at
R0
in ¼ 13. The singular strategy is a BP if D 2 3:8;5:86½ Þ, and

becomes a CSS if D 2 5:86;8:932½ Þ, but returns to a BP if
D 2 8:932;8:946½ Þ. Continuously increasing D, double singu-
lar strategies occur for D 2 8:946;8:95½ � which is a combina-
tion of a small-valued BP and a large-valued ER. And the two
singular strategies disappear once D is larger than 8:95.



Fig. 7. The actual values of the rescaled evolutionarily singular strategy, x�
1þx� , as a function of dilution rate D for fixed averaged concentration of nutrient input R0

in and fixed
input frequency x, and for a given settling mechanism. See text for further explanation. The other parameters are the same as Fig. 6.
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(iii) For the case of eic-aB-settling: In the low-frequency input

with D;R0
in

� �
close to the dashed line as Fig. 6e shows, the

situation differs from that of the eic-B-settling. Fig. 7e gives
the cross-section at R0

in ¼ 12:35, which shows the singular
strategy exists for D 2 2:95;9:04½ �. The singular strategy is
a CSS if D 2 2:95;8:754½ Þ. The number of singular strategies
becomes twice if D 2 8:754;9:04½ �. Meanwhile, we find that
the combination of double singular strategies may change
for different dilution rates. More precisely, it is consist of a
small-valued CSS and a large-valued ER for
D 2 8:754;8:924½ Þ. However, if D 2 8:924;9:04½ �, the bottom
one becomes a BP and the top one is still an ER. In the
high-frequency input, the bifurcation of singular strategies
is similar to the case of eic-B-settling as Fig. 6f shows. The
unique difference is the parameter region for different sta-
bility properties of the singular strategies.

From the above numerical analysis, we found that evolutionar-
ily singular strategies present diversified combinations in the
number and stability properties. Notably, unlike in the constant
environment, the long-term evolution for all three settling mech-
10
anisms in the fluctuating environment can produce evolutionary
branching in the strategy space, which may lead to the emer-
gence of coexistence in the long-term as we will see in next
section.

5.4. Evolutionary branching and the emergence of coexistence

As the previous section shown, a suitable setting of the environ-
mental control variables lead to evolutionary branching in the evo-
lution of the settling rate. However, the evolutionary outcomes
after first branching are still unknown. This section is to investigate
whether two distinct species can stabilise coexist in the long-term
evolution and what phenotypes they are.

Suppose that the monomorphic evolution has reached an evolu-
tionary branching point, the gradual evolution further induces a
dimorphism of two different strategies, denoted as x1 and x2. The
analysis of dimorphic evolution is based on the invasion fitness
proxy of a mutant y in the environment generated by the dimor-
phic resident x1 and x2:

Sp
x1 ;x2

yð Þ ¼ r UJpx1 ;x2
y;eð Þ Tð Þ

� �
; ð10Þ
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which is the maximum modulus of characteristic (or Floquet) mul-
tipliers of the periodically forced system, and where UJpx1 ;x2

y;eð Þ Tð Þ is
the monodromy matrix resulting from integration over one period
of the variational equations around the dimorphic resident limit
cycle with initial conditions the unit matrix. Thus, the mutant y
can invade either x1 or x2 if Sp

x1 ;x2
yð Þ > 1, otherwise can not invade

if Sp
x1 ;x2

yð Þ � 1. The directions of the dimorphic evolution of resi-
dent strategies x1 and x2 are determined by the selection gradient
Fig. 8. Examples of mutual invasibility plots (MIP) and fitness landscape at the evolution
diagonal show the evolutionary directions in a monomorphic environment; the green do
shaded regions indicating protected dimorphism are separated by stable (black) and un
(solid) or the x2-direction (dashed); the vector fields obtained from (11) denote the direct
are all rescaled by the same linear transformation as in Fig. 7 in order to consider all
8:56;3:302;0:755ð Þ, (d) �;0:335;1:958ð Þ, (e) 10:473;4:107;1:326ð Þ, (f) �;0:317;1:588ð Þ.

11
Gi x1; x2ð Þ ¼ @Sp
x1 ;x2

yð Þ
@y

jy¼xi
; i ¼ 1;2: ð11Þ

Fig. 8 shows examples of the evolutionary dynamics after first
branching in the strategy space for different settling mechanisms
and environmental control conditions. In the first column, corre-
sponding to examples in the low-frequency fluctuation of the
nutrient input, the arrows on the main diagonal show the direc-
tions of evolution in the monomorphic resident environment. Once
the evolution of the settling rate reaches a branching point, x�bp, it
ary endpoint (black dot) for different scenarios. In each MIP: the arrows on the main
t is an evolutionary repeller and the red dot is an evolutionary branching point; the
stable (red) isoclines at which selection gradient vanishes in either the x1-direction
ions of evolutionary dynamics of strategies x1 and x2. Notice that the axes x1; x2 and y
strategy values. x�er ; x

�
bp; x

��
� �

= (a) 9:49;4:757;2:272ð Þ, (b) 0:53;1:504;2:797ð Þ, (c)
The other parameters are the same as Fig. 6.
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undergoes disruptive coevolution with the population of two
strategies x1 and x2. The shaded regions indicate that x1 and x2
can mutually invade and hence can coexist as a protected dimor-
phism. Inside the coexistence region, the evolution in a dimorphic
resident environment follows the arrows. Since the evolutionary
isoclines inside the coexistence region do not intersect, there are
not dimorphic singular strategies. The dimorphic population
evolves along with the arrows until it reaches the boundary of
the coexistence region. On the boundary, the black points indicate
the endpoints of the dimorphic evolution. The second column is
the corresponding dimorphic invasion fitness at each endpoint,
which implies that all of them cannot be invaded by any other
neighbouring strategies. Consequently, x��;1ð Þ is the evolutionary
endpoint for all three settling mechanisms. In words, the long-term
evolution in the environment with the low-frequency fluctuation
of the nutrient input leads to two distinct species stabilise coexist
that holds for all three settling mechanisms, in which one of the
two coexisting species has to totally settle onto the wall of the
chemostat. The third and fourth columns are dimorphic evolution
in the environment with the high-frequency fluctuation of the
nutrient input. The difference here is that the evolutionary end-
points become the form of 0; x��ð Þ holding for all three settling
mechanisms. That is to say, now one of the two coexisting species
has to float entirely in the fluid of the chemostat.
6. Discussion

A mobile phase during the life cycle of an organism is com-
monly regarded as a means of dispersal to escape from locally
unfavourable circumstances. In our chemostat model dispersal is
not an issue, because there is only one location, namely the reac-
tion vessel. Instead of being a means of escape, the floating state
poses a risk, namely of being washed out from the tank, and set-
tling is the only way of avoiding that. However, settling leads to
competition for space, which too can be a cause of death depending
on the settling mechanism. This poses an evolutionary dilemma of
whether to stay floating or to settle down. The dilemma is further
confounded by differences between the two states in particular
with respect to access to nutrients and metabolic costs.

To study the evolutionary dilemma, we looked at the evolution
of the settling rate under three different spatial competition mech-
anisms for the settling process, three different fluctuation regimes
for the environmental control variables, and two different fertility
schedules.

Our results have shown that the settling mechanisms and envi-
ronmental control variables have qualitatively different effects on
the direction of evolution of the settling rate as well as on species
diversity.

In the case of purely exploitative competition for settling space,
a small change in the settings of the environmental control vari-
ables can lead to an abrupt reversal of the direction of evolution.
Conversely, in the case of mixed exploitative and interference com-
petition with either Bourgeois or anti-Bourgeois behaviour, the
effect is gradual.

For all three settling mechanisms, periodic fluctuations in the
nutrient input open the possibility of evolutionary branching lead-
ing to the long-term coexistence. Unlike transient coexistence
describing the state of the population on the ecological timescale,
evolutionary branching is a process that requires coexistence and
disruptive selection and thereby is on the evolutionary timescale.
More precisely, during evolutionary branching, mutual invasibility
leads to a protected polymorphism in the vicinity of an evolution-
arily singular strategy, and then two coexisting lineages diverge
evolutionarily. Notably, our results have shown that the long-
term evolution leads to the coexistence of an intermediate and
12
an infinitely high settling rates in the case of low-frequency fluctu-
ations, while it leads to the coexistence of an intermediate and a
zero settling rates in the case of high-frequency fluctuations. Note
that an infinitely high settling rate amounts to an entirely sessile
(benthic) life, while a zero settling rate amounts to a purely free-
swimming (planktonic) life.

In addition to these results, we also find that alternative evolu-
tionary attractors may occur in the dimorphic evolution for all
three settling mechanisms in fluctuating environments. In other
words, alternative coevolutionary outcomes are possible, and
which one is realized depends on the initial conditions (i.e., the set-
tling rates) at the start of the evolutionary process.

Luckens (1975) recorded the settlement behaviour and growth
patterns of three barnacles species (Chamaesipho brunnea, Chamae-
sipho columna, Epopella plicata) at Leigh, New Zealand. Moore
(1944) and Ross (1970) also recorded the settlement behaviour
of Chamaesipho brunnea but not at the same place. These observa-
tions suggest that different species may have different settling
mechanisms in intra- and/or inter-species competition. Moreover,
some species have alternative settling mechanisms at different
places (e.g., Chamaesipho brunnea).

These empirical studies demonstrate the validity of the three
settling mechanisms we proposed. However, more empirical data
are needed for understanding different settling mechanisms for
different species. Empirical observation allows one to directly see
what happens when one individual lands on top of the other,
which individual gets settled, and who dies. Such observations
can distinguish between all different mechanisms. Also possible
mixtures may be discovered where the alternative mechanisms
happen and with what probabilities.

Although there are not hard predictions based on our results,
some model-generated hypotheses may guide further empirical
research. For instance, (i) systematic groups like tunicates, where
species are either predominantly sessile (i.e., high settling rate)
or entirely free-swimming (i.e., zero settling rate), may have
undergone bang-bang evolution as predicted for purely exploita-
tive competition for settling space under relatively stable nutrient
conditions. (ii) In other groups like hydrozoans, where intermedi-
ate forms prevail and both states can reproduce, may have under-
gone gradual evolution as expected for mixed exploitative and
interference competition for settling space under relatively stable
nutrient conditions. (iii) Finally, coexistence of an intermediate
form with a related but almost purely sessile species, is suggested
to have evolved under slow-fluctuating (seasonal?) nutrient condi-
tions, while coexistence of an intermediate form with a related but
almost purely free-swimming species is may have evolved under
fast-fluctuating (tidal?) nutrient conditions.

We now look at a larger system (metapopulation) where float-
ing can be viewed as a means of dispersal to other patches to
escape from locally unfavourable circumstances as well as a mor-
tality risk as in the present model if dispersal away from the local
habitat poses not certain but at least some mortality. Here being
washed out is still risky but not necessarily lethal. Floating as a
means of dispersal to escape is a global mechanism, while settling
as a means of survival to avoid local washout is a local mecha-
nism. This poses a different dilemma of whether to dispersal to
other patches or to settle onto the local habitat. Further research
would be to study such a system where both mechanisms occur
and to understand which mechanism dominant in a given
environment.

Our model is incomplete because it only considers some local
views. Other aspects not included may produce different and pos-
sible even opposite results. Thus, the extension of the model is
valuable and depends on the understanding of life cycles of real
species. Next we provide some possible extensions in terms of
the environmental factors and ecological processes.
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Empirical observations show that the settling rate can vary with
the environmental factors such as the chemical qualities of the
water (Nell and Holliday, 1986), the underwater soundscape
(Lillis et al., 2013), and other physical properties (Whalan et al.,
2015). One can integrate these factors to make them part of the
model.

Many kinds of reproduction exist even in a particular species
(Slobodkin et al., 2010). One can incorporate the complexity of
reproduction into our model to understand the role of reproduc-
tion in the evolution of the settling rate. In reality, the population
can adopt a mixed settling strategy to respond to changes in the
environment, which is a possible extension of our model. Addition-
ally, no species is isolated. For instance, many fishes depend on
aquatic invertebrates for food. Thus, one can investigate how the
evolution of the settling rate responds to the presence of predators.

Our model includes but is not limited to sessile aquatic inverte-
brates. One can extend our model to study the attachment phe-
nomenon in microbial growth. The ability of microbes to colonize
surfaces and thereby escape the implication of washout has stim-
ulated considerable research (see, e.g., Freter et al., 1983; Baltzis
and Fredrickson, 1983; Smith and Waltman, 1995; Pilyugin and
Waltman, 1999; Stemmons and Smith, 2000; Ballyk et al., 2008).
In another frequently observed process (not included in the pre-
sent model) individuals attach to one another rather than to the
substrate, forming aggregates or flocs in a process called floccula-
tion (see, e.g., Thomas et al., 1999; Fekih-Salem et al., 2013;
Harmand et al., 2017; Fekih-Salem and Sari, 2020). While aggrega-
tion restricts free access to nutrients (like in the case of attachment
to the substrate), it does not protect against washout. So, floccula-
tion would only have a disadvantage in our model, which therefore
is not the right tool to study this process. These models describe
the attachment phenomenon and analyze population dynamics
on the ecological timescale, including the coexistence of two com-
petitive species (Stemmons and Smith, 2000), the multiplicity of
coexistence steady states (Fekih-Salem et al., 2013), and the occur-
rence of stable limit cycles (Fekih-Salem and Sari, 2020). Neverthe-
less, evolutionary analysis is absent. In light of our approach and
results, we argue that it would be useful to investigate the evolu-
tionary dynamics for understanding how the attachment mecha-
nism affects the long-term coexistence of multiple phenotypes/
strategies.
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Appendix A. The invasion fitness proxy of x in the virgin
environment, S0 xð Þ

The population dynamics of x in the virgin environment (i.e., at
the washout equilibrium E0) is given by

_F
_S

 !
¼ f F Rinð Þ�D� dF � x f S Rinð Þ

x �dS

� �
|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

:¼J0 xð Þ

F

S

� �
¼ f F Rinð ÞFþ f S Rinð ÞS

0

� �
|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

:¼f0

� Dþ dF þ xð ÞF
�xFþ dSS

� �
|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

:¼v0

;

ðAÞ

which is the same for all three settling mechanisms. The partial
derivatives of f0 and v0 with respect to F; Sð Þ, evaluated at the
washout equilibrium E0, which denote as F0 and V0 respectively,
i.e.,

F0 ¼ f F Rinð Þ f S Rinð Þ
0 0

� �
and

V0 ¼ Dþ dF þ x 0
�x dS

� �
:

The next-generation matrix L0 xð Þ is defined by F0V
�1
0 (Diekmann

and Heesterbeek, 2000), i.e.,

L0 xð Þ ¼
dSf F Rinð ÞþxfS Rinð Þ

dS DþdFþxð Þ
f S Rinð Þ

dS

0 0

 !
:

Metz and Leimar (2011) provides an invasion fitness proxy

S0 xð Þ ¼ �det kI� L0 xð Þð Þjk¼1

¼ dS f F Rinð Þ�D�dFð Þþx f S Rinð Þ�dSð Þ
dS DþdFþxð Þ ;

where det is the determinant, I is a unit matrix, and L0 xð Þ is the
next-generation matrix of the population dynamics of species x
in the virgin environment. From which, the population of x is
viable if S0 xð Þ > 0 and inviable if S0 xð Þ < 0. Since the determinant
of J0 xð Þ
det J0 xð Þð Þ ¼ �dS f F Rinð Þ � D� dFð Þ � x f S Rinð Þ � dSð Þ
and the trace of J0 xð Þ
tr J0 xð Þð Þ ¼ f F Rinð Þ � D� dF � x� dS;

we have

S0 xð Þ ¼ �det J0 xð Þð Þ
dS Dþ dF þ xð Þ

and

tr J0 xð Þð Þ ¼ �det J0 xð Þð Þ � xfS Rinð Þ � d2S
dS

:

Further, S0 xð Þ ¼ 0 implies det J0 xð Þð Þ ¼ 0 and tr J0 xð Þð Þ < 0. Thus, we
claim that the population of x is viable in the virgin environment if
and only if S0 xð Þ > 0.

Appendix B. Permanence of the system (2)

Let I 2 R3
þ;I0 ¼ R; F; Sð Þ 2 I : F ¼ S ¼ 0f g be the extinction set

andIþ ¼ I nI0 be the space of positive population sizes. The per-
manence is obtained by the global boundedness and the uniformly
persistence of the solutions.

Let function

V R; F; Sð Þ ¼ Rþ F þ S:

Computing the time derivative of V along the solutions
R tð Þ; F tð Þ; S tð Þð Þ 2 I, we have
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_V ¼ D Rin � Rð Þ � Dþ dFð ÞF � g x; Sð ÞF þ h x; Sð ÞF � dSS

6 �DV þ DRin þ DK:

Notice that here we have applied S tð Þ 6 K for all t P 0. It follows
that

lim sup
t!þ1

V tð Þ ¼ Rin þ K;

which means the solutions of the system (2) are bounded and well
define on I. Moreover, it is not difficult to show Iþ is forward
invariant and R tð Þ > 0 for all t > 0. In words, the solutions
R tð Þ; F tð Þ; S tð Þð Þ remain strictly positive for all t > 0 if
R 0ð Þ; F 0ð Þ; S 0ð Þð Þ is positive.

The uniformly persistence is proved by analyzing the stable and
unstable manifolds of E0 (see, e.g., Hofbauer and So, 1989; Lemesle
and Gouzé, 2008; Gouzé and Lemesle, 2008).

Notice that E0 is the maximal invariant set in I0. Let S0 xð Þ > 0,
the eigenvalues of the Jacobian matrix evaluating at E0 satisfy

k1 ¼ �D; k2 < 0; k3 > 0:

The corresponding eigenvectors v i ¼ v i1;v i2; v i3ð Þ>; i ¼ 1;2;3, are

v1 ¼ 1;0;0ð Þ>;
v2 ¼ f F Rinð Þv22þf S Rinð Þv23

� Dþk2ð Þ ; f S Rinð Þ
� dSþk3ð Þ ;1

� �>
;

v3 ¼ f F Rinð Þv32þf S Rinð Þv33
� Dþk3ð Þ ; dSþk3

x ;1
� �>

;

where the superscript >means transpose of a row vector. The inter-
section of the local stable manifold of E0 and I is I0, while the local
unstable manifold intersectsIþ (refer to Fig. B). From Hofbauer and
So (1989) Theorem 4.1, I0 is a repeller. Since there is not hetero-
clinic cycle in the boundary, we claim that the positive solutions
of the system (2) are uniformly persistent, i.e., there exists a posi-
tive constant g such that

lim inf
t!þ1

min R tð Þ; F tð Þ; S tð Þf g P g

for all initial values R 0ð Þ; F 0ð Þ; S 0ð Þð Þ 2 Iþ.

Appendix C. Existence and uniqueness of the positive
equilibrium Eþ of the system (2)

The existence and uniqueness of Eþ is obtained through a geo-
metrical analysis. The basic idea is to reduce the three-
dimensional system (2) into the R-component. Then it remains to
analysis the existence and uniqueness of solutions R of the equa-
tion _R ¼ 0.

Solving the equations _F ¼ 0 and _S ¼ 0, we have

F� Rð Þ; S� Rð Þð Þ ¼
KdS
x

P3 Rð Þ
P1 Rð Þ ;K

P3 Rð Þ
P2 Rð Þ

� �
ec-settling

KdS
x

P3 Rð Þ
P1 Rð ÞþxdS

;K P3 Rð Þ
P2 Rð ÞþxdS

� �
eic-B=aB-settling

8><
>:
Fig. B. Stable and unstable manifolds of E0.

14
where

P1 Rð Þ ¼ �dS f F Rð Þ � D� dFð Þ;
P2 Rð Þ ¼ x f S Rð Þ � dSð Þ;
P3 Rð Þ ¼ P2 Rð Þ � P1 Rð Þ:
Further, the sufficient and necessary condition for 0 < F� Rð Þ and
0 < S� Rð Þ < K is that there exists R > 0,

0 < P3 Rð Þ; P1 Rð Þf g < P2 Rð Þ
or

P2 Rð Þ < P3 Rð Þ; P1 Rð Þf g < 0

8><
>: ec-settling

0 < P3 Rð Þ; P1 Rð Þ þ xdSf g < P2 Rð Þ þ xdS
or

P2 Rð Þ þ xdS < P3 Rð Þ; P1 Rð Þ þ xdSf g < 0

8><
>: eic-B=aB-settling

:

ðBÞ
For the case of ec-settling, there exists Rb 2 0;Rinð Þ such that

P3 Rbð Þ ¼ 0

ifS0 xð Þ > 0. Further, the first assertion of (B) depends on the partic-
ular nutrient uptake rates.

For the case of eic-B/aB-settling, if P�1
1 �xdSð Þ exists, denoted by

Rc , then

P3 Rcð Þ ¼ P2 Rcð Þ þ xdS:

Since P3 0ð Þ < 0 and P0
3 Rð Þ > 0 for all R > 0, there exists Ru 2 0;Rinð Þ

such that

P3 Ruð Þ ¼ 0

if S0 xð Þ > 0. Therefore, the second assertion of (B) holds if
Ru < R < min Rc;Rinf g.

The shaded intervals in Fig. C indicate the possible R to guaran-
tee F� Rð Þ > 0 and 0 < S� Rð Þ < K when a given mechanism is under
consideration. Notice R tð Þ 6 Rin for all t P 0. We now specify the
intervals of R that meet different scenarios:

Ca for the ec-settling,
RF < R < Rb < Rin < RS for case I;
RS < Rb < R < Rin < RF for case II;
RF < R < Rb < RS < Rin for case III:a;
RS < Rb < R < RF < Rin for case III:b:
Cb for the eic-B/aB-settling,
RF < Ru < R < min Rc;Rinf g < RS for case I;
RS < Ru < R < Rin < RF for case II;
Ru < R < min Rc;Rinf g where RF < Ru < RS for case III:a;
Ru < R < min Rc;Rinf g where RS < Ru < RF for case III:b;
Notice that RS may not exist in case I (i.e., RS ¼ þ1), and so is RF in
case II.

Substituting F� Rð Þ; S� Rð Þð Þ into the equation _R ¼ 0, then the exis-
tence and uniqueness of Eþ is derived by solutions R of the equa-
tion _R ¼ 0. In fact,

_R ¼ 0 () Ub Rð Þ ¼ Vb Rð Þ ec-settling
Uu Rð Þ ¼ Vu Rð Þ eic-B=aB-settling

	
where

Ub Rð Þ;Vb Rð Þð Þ ¼ D R� Rinð Þ;KdS
x

f F Rð ÞP3 Rð Þ
P1 Rð Þ þ K

f S Rð ÞP3 Rð Þ
P2 Rð Þ

� �
and



Fig. C. Intervals (shaded regions) of R that (B) holds in different scenarios.
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Uu Rð Þ;Vu Rð Þð Þ ¼ D Rin � Rð Þ
P3 Rð Þ ;

KdS
x

f F Rð Þ
P1 Rð Þ þ xdS

þ K
f S Rð Þ

P2 Rð Þ þ xdS

� �
:

For each interval of R in Ca and Cb, it is not difficult to verify the
existence and uniqueness of solutions R of the equation _R ¼ 0 by
the monotonicity of Uu;Vu;Ub and Vb. Thus, the system (2) admits
a unique positive equilibrium Eþ if S0 xð Þ > 0.

Appendix D. Global stability of the positive equilibrium Eþ of
the system (2)

The global stability of the positive equilibrium Eþ is obtained by
applying the high-dimensional Bendixson’s criterion of Li and
Muldowney (1993).

Let C � Iþ is an open connected set and
n0 ¼ R 0ð Þ; F 0ð Þ; S 0ð Þð Þ 2 C. Let u t;n0ð Þ is the unique solution of

the system (2) with u 0;n0ð Þ ¼ n0, and A 2½ � is the second additive
compound matrix of the corresponding Jacobian matrix
Jx xð Þ ¼ Jij

� �
16i;j�3

of the system (2), i.e.,

A 2½ � ¼
J11 þ J22 J23 �J13

J32 J11 þ J33 J12
�J31 J21 J22 þ J33

0
B@

1
CA

where J11 ¼ �D� f 0F Rð ÞF � f 0S Rð ÞS; J12 ¼ �f F Rð Þ; J13 ¼ �f S Rð Þ; J21 ¼
f 0F Rð ÞF þ f 0S Rð ÞS; J22 ¼ f F Rð Þ � D� dF � g x; Sð Þ; J23 ¼ f S Rð Þ� g0 x; Sð ÞF;
J31 ¼ 0; J32 ¼ h x; Sð Þ; J33 ¼ h0 x; Sð ÞF � dS, and

�x
1
K

zffl}|ffl{g0 x;Sð Þ¼

�x
1
K

zffl}|ffl{h0 x;Sð Þ¼

ec-settling

0 �x
1
K

eic-B=aB-settling

:

Note that the superscript 0 in g0 x; Sð Þ as well as in h0 x; Sð Þ denote dif-
ferentiation with respect to the argument S.

As the derivation of a high-dimensional Bendixson’s criterion in
Li and Muldowney (1993), it is sufficient to show that the second
compound equation of the system (2):

_Z ¼ A 2½ � u t;n0ð Þð ÞZ ðCÞ
15
with respect to a solution u t;n0ð Þ 2 C, which is equi-uniformly
asymptotically stable, i.e., for each n0 2 C, the system (C) is uni-
formly asymptotically stable, and the exponential decay rate is
uniform for n0 in each compact subset of C. The equil-uniform
asymptotic stability of the system (C) implies the exponential
decay of the surface area of any compact two-dimensional sur-
face in C. If C is simply connected, this excludes the existence
of any invariant simple closed rectifiable curve in C, including
periodic orbits, homoclinic orbits, heteroclinic cycles, etc. More-
over, if C is positively invariant and contains a unique equilib-
rium, then the equilibrium is globally asymptotically stable in
C. To establish the stability, it requires to construct a suitable
Lyapunov function (see also Sun and Loreau, 2009). More pre-
cisely, the system (C) is equi-uniformly asymptotically stable if
there exists a positive definite function V Zð Þ, such that the time
derivative _V along the solutions of the system (C) is negative def-
inite which is independent of n0.

Let function

V Zð Þ ¼ q1jz1j þ q2jz2j þ q3jz3j

with q1 P q2 P q3 > 0. Calculating the right-hand derivative
dþ
dt V Zð Þ, we have

dþ
dt V Zð Þ ¼ dþ

dt

X
i

qijzij

6 J11 þ J22 þ q2
q1
J32

� �
q1jz1j

þ q1
q2
J23 þ J11 þ J33 þ q3

q2
J21

� �
q2jz2j

þ � q1
q3
J13 þ q2

q3
J12 þ J22 þ J33

� �
q3jz3j

:¼
X
i

Hiqijzij:

From the permanence of the solutions of the system (2) (see
Appendix B), there exist n > g > 0 such that

g 6 lim inf
t!þ1

minu t;n0ð Þ 6 lim sup
t!þ1

maxu t;n0ð Þ 6 n

for all n0 2 Iþ. We now fix n and g, and set
C ¼ u 2 Iþ : g 6 minu 6 maxu 6 nf g. Since q1 P q2 P q3 > 0,
we can always find qi for i ¼ 1;2;3 such that
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H1 6 �2D� dF � f 0F gð Þg� f 0S gð Þgþ f F nð Þ þ q2�q1
q1

x 1� g
K

� �
< 0;

H2 6 �D� dS þ q3�q2
q2

f 0F gð Þgþ f 0S gð Þg� �þ q1
q2
f S nð Þ þ q1�q2

q2
x n

K < 0;

H3 6 �D� dF � dS � x 1� n
K

� �� x g
K þ q1

q3
f 2 nð Þ þ q3�q2

q3
f F gð Þ < 0:

Further,

dþ

dt
V Zð Þ 6 max H1;H2;H3f gV Zð Þ < 0;

which guarantees the equi-uniform asymptotic stability of the sec-
ond compound system (C). Hence, by Sun and Loreau (2009) Propo-
sition 4.1, the unique positive equilibrium Eþ of the system (2) is
globally stable.

Appendix E. The invasion fitness proxy of a mutant y in the
resident x;Sx yð Þ

The method to obtain Sx yð Þ is the same as shown in Appendix A.
By the different forms of Jx y; eð Þ, denote

e1Fm þ e2Sm
0

� �zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{f1¼

Dþ dF þ ye4ð ÞFm

dSSm � ye4Fm

� �zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{v1¼

ec-settling

e1Fm þ e2Sm
0

� �
Dþ dF þ yð ÞFm

dSSm � ye4Fm

� �
eic-B-settling

e1Fm þ e2Sm
0

� �
Dþ dF þ yð ÞFm

x 1
K e3 þ dS

� �
Sm � yFm

 !
eic-aB-settling

:

Let F1 and V1 are the partial derivatives of f1 and v1 with respect
to Fm; Smð Þ, respectively. Further, the next-generation matrix Lx yð Þ is
defined by F1V

�1
1 . Thus, the invasion fitness proxy

Sx yð Þ ¼ �det kII� Lx yð Þð Þjk¼1

¼

dS e1�D�dF�ye4ð Þþye4e2
dS DþdFþye4ð Þ ec-settling

dS e1�D�dF�yð Þþye4e2
dS DþdFþyð Þ eic-B-settling

x1Ke3þdSð Þ e1�D�dF�yð Þþye2
x1Ke3þdSð Þ DþdFþyð Þ eic-aB-settling

8>>>><
>>>>:

:

FromMetz and Leimar (2011), the mutant can invade the resident if
Sx yð Þ > 0, otherwise can not invade if Sx yð Þ < 0. For the critical
case, one can investigate the relationship of invasion fitness proxy
Sx yð Þ, the determinant det Jx y; eð Þð Þ, and the trace tr Jx y; eð Þð Þ. Fur-
ther, it is easy to check the fact that det Jx y; eð Þð Þ ¼ 0 and
tr Jx y; eð Þð Þ < 0 if Sx yð Þ ¼ 0. Thus, we claim that the mutant can
invade the resident if Sx yð Þ > 0, otherwise can not invade if
Sx yð Þ � 0.

Appendix F. The selection gradient, G xð Þ

For the case of ec-settling, by (5) and the definition of
e ¼ e1; e2; e3; e4ð Þ and the resident equilibrium Eþ ¼ R�; F�; S�ð Þ, we
further have

@Sx yð Þ
@y jy¼x ¼ DþdFð Þe2e4�dSe1e4

dS DþdFþxe4ð Þ2

¼ DþdFð Þe2
dSS

�
xF� �dSe1

dSS
�

xF�
dS DþdFþxe4ð Þ2

¼ DþdFð Þe2 S�F��e1
dSS

�
F�

x DþdFþxe4ð Þ2

¼ DþdFð Þ DþdFþxe4�e1ð Þ�e1xe4
x DþdFþxe4ð Þ2

¼ DþdF�e1
x DþdFþxe4ð Þ :

For the case of eic-B-settling, , we have
16
@Sx yð Þ
@y jy¼x ¼ DþdFð Þe2e4�dSe1

dS DþdFþxð Þ2

¼ DþdFð Þe2
dSS

�
xF� �dSe1

dS DþdFþxð Þ2

¼ DþdFð Þe2S�F��xe1
x DþdFþxð Þ2

¼ DþdFð Þ DþdFþx�e1ð Þ�xe1
x DþdFþxð Þ2

¼ DþdF�e1
x DþdFþxð Þ :

For the case of eic-aB-settling, we also have

@Sx yð Þ
@y jy¼x ¼ DþdFð Þe2� x1Ke3þdSð Þe1

x1Ke3þdSð Þ DþdFþxð Þ2

¼ DþdFð Þe2�xF
�

S�e1
xF

�
S� DþdFþxð Þ2

¼ DþdFð Þe2S��xF�e1
xF� DþdFþxð Þ2

¼ DþdFð Þe2S
�

F��xe1
x DþdFþxð Þ2

¼ DþdFð Þ DþdFþx�e1ð Þ�xe1
x DþdFþxð Þ2

¼ DþdF�e1
x DþdFþxð Þ ;

which has the same form as that of the case of eic-B-settling.
To sum up, the monomorphic selection gradient

G xð Þ ¼
DþdF�e1

x DþdFþxe4ð Þ ec-settling
DþdF�e1
x DþdFþxð Þ eic-B=aB-settling

8<
: :
Appendix G. Existence and uniformly persistence of positive
periodic solutions of the periodically forced system

We now consider the periodically forced system that is the sys-
tem (2) but with periodic nutrient input (7). Let P is the Poincaré
map associated the periodically forced system, i.e.,
P n0ð Þ ¼ up T;n0ð Þ for n0 ¼ R 0ð Þ; F 0ð Þ; S 0ð Þð Þ 2 I, where period
T ¼ 2p

x and up t; n0ð Þ is the unique solution of the periodically forced
system with up 0;n0ð Þ ¼ n0. As we have shown in Appendix B, I
and Iþ are positively invariant, and I0 is a relative closed set in
I. Notice that P is point dissipative. Let

M0 ¼ n0 2 I0 : Pk n0ð Þ 2 I0; 8 k P 0

 �

:

In the periodically forced system, the washout steady state Ep
0 is

time-varying and is T-periodic. Both M0 and Ep
0 are fixed points of

P in M0.
We now claim that if Sp

0 xð Þ > 1, there exists g > 0 such that
when kn0 � Ep

0k 6 g for any n0 2 Iþ, we have

limsup
k!þ1

kPk n0ð Þ � Ep
0k P g:

Suppose, by contradiction, that limsupk!þ1kPk n0ð Þ � Ep
0k < g for

some n0 2 Iþ. Then there exists an integer ~k such that

kPk n0ð Þ � Ep
0k < g for all k > ~k. By the continuity of the solution

up t;n0ð Þ,
kup t;Pk n0ð Þ� ��up t; Ep

0

� �k 6 a

for all t P 0 and a > 0. Let t ¼ kT þ s where s 2 0; T½ Þ and k is the
greatest integer less than or equal to t

T. If n0 satisfies
kn0 � Ep

0k 6 g, then

jup t;n0ð Þ �up t; Ep
0

� �k ¼ kup kT þ s;n0ð Þ �up kT þ s; Ep
0

� �k
¼ kup s;Pk n0ð Þ� ��up s; Ep

0

� �k
6 a
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for all t P 0. By the definition of up t; 	ð Þ and Ep
0, it follows that

R tð Þ 2 R�
vir tð Þ � a;R�

vir tð Þ þ a
� 

and F tð Þ; S tð Þð Þ 2 0;a½ �2 for all t P 0,
where R�

v ir tð Þ is the periodic solution of the differential equation
_Rvir ¼ D Rin tð Þ � Rvirð Þ. Since Sp

0 xð Þ > 1, i.e., r UJp0 xð Þ Tð Þ
� �

> 1, it fol-

lows from Zhang and Zhao (2007) that we always can choose
a > 0 small enough such that the a-perturbation of Jp0 xð Þ, denoted
by Jp0;a xð Þ, which has

_F
_S

 !
¼ f F R�

vir tð Þ� �� D� dF � g x; 0ð Þ f S R�
vir tð Þ� �

h x;0ð Þ �dS

 !
|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

:¼Jp0 xð Þ

F

S

� �

P
f F R�

v ir tð Þ � a
� �� D� dF � g x;að Þ f S R�

vir tð Þ � a
� �

h x;að Þ �dS

 !
|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

:¼Jp
0;a xð Þ

F

S

� �

and Sp
0;a xð Þ :¼ r UJp0;a xð Þ Tð Þ

� �
> 1. By the standard comparison princi-

ple, we have

lim
t!þ1

F tð Þ ¼ þ1

and

lim
t!þ1

S tð Þ ¼ þ1;

which leads to a contradiction with the dissipative of P. Thus, we
reach the assertion.

By the above claim, it then implies that Ep
0 is isolated invariant

in I, and the stable manifold of Ep
0 doesn’t intersect with Iþ. Thus,

P is uniformly persistent with respect to Iþ;I0ð Þ if Sp
0 xð Þ > 1. By

Zhao (2003) Theorem 3.1.1, it implies that the solution of the peri-
odically forced system with initial value n0 2 Iþ is uniformly per-
sistent. Furthermore, by Zhao (2003) Theorem 1.3.6, P has a fixed
point in Iþ. That is to say, there exists a T-periodic solution
R� tð Þ; F� tð Þ; S� tð Þð Þ in Iþ. From the dynamics of the nutrients, it is
clear that R� tð Þ > 0 for all t > 0. Thus, R� tð Þ; F� tð Þ; S� tð Þð Þ is a positive
T-periodic solution.
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